NRHH Update
They had a successful point drive at the end of last term. Inductions for new members of NRHH is Friday at 6 in the LLC Performance Hall. NRHH has a Relay for Life team called iLive.

Funding Slate
Budgetary Update
Residence Hall Support- $1,750
RHA Sponsored- $1,000
Other RHA Programming- $2,500

Name of the Organization: RHA ELRs
Name of the Event: Bowling Night
Total Cost: $800
Amount Requested from RHA: $800
Date of Event: 24 April, 8:00 PM
Budget Line: Other RHA Programs
  • 80s themed free bowling!

Name of the Organization: International Student Association
Name of the Event: I-Week and I-Night
Total Cost: $21,808
Amount Requested from RHA: $400
Date of Event: May 5-9; I-Night May 6
Budget Line: RHA Sponsored Programs
  • An annual event taking place during week 6 in spring
  • Want to raise cultural awareness and integrate international students into the university community.
  • Build a bridge between domestic and international students
  • A bunch of cultural themed nights like sushi making, Thai spring role making, a variant of the Spanish tomatilla festival
  • It’s a week of events that’s totally free
  • Tuesday night is iParty, a fun party in the EMU ballroom
• Some of the workshops are located within the residence halls, like the sushi making workshop and the bubble tea making workshop

Name of the Organization: Colleges Against Cancer
Name of the Event: Relay for Life of the University of Oregon
Total Cost: $1000
Amount Requested from RHA: $500
Date of Event: May 17-18 starting at 5:00 PM
Budget Line: RHA Sponsored Programs
  • Raising money for the turf fields for the UO Relay for Life

Voting on ONLY bowling night this week
The funding slate passed with a 24-0-0 vote

**TV Policy Update**

• Currently Bean and Walton are the only two buildings that have the complete electrical green light to get TVs. The other buildings have some electrical conundrums, but we’re slowly moving forward. We appreciate your patience!

**Elections Update**

• Elections are officially in two weeks! Each hall has a total of 6 votes for their hall, this can be any six people from your hall, even people who haven’t been to General Council ever.
• There is an info session tomorrow and on Sunday, attend those to get the most info!
• Be forewarned, elections take forever! Sorry about it, but we’ll try to run as smoothly as possible.
• We want informed voters, so try and pick your representatives carefully, hall government is a great place to start
• There won’t be a regular meeting that week, just elections.
• People who are running cannot vote
• We’re hoping to change the elections format a little because there’s been a large amount of interest in one position that is actually lower on the elections list than another they also have interest in
IE “Joe” is interested in the EAC position, but he wouldn’t mind also being the NCC.
- The NCC position order is before the leadership coordinator
- Joe would be able to rank his preferred positions
- If he ranked NCC 2, and EAC 1, and won both positions he would be his first choice
- If he won the EAC, but not the NCC he’d be the EAC
- If he won the NCC but not the EAC, he’d be the NCC

**Hall Government Updates**
- Riley- wants to do a pancake breakfast. Massage event went well
- LLC- working on LLC block party plans, on May 16th. There will be food! Have a March Madness watch party next Monday!
- GSH- planning cool events!
- Carson- also planning cool events!
- Walton North- decided they want to do a study break type thing for midterms
- Walton South- holding a puppy day and karaoke
- Bean West- hosting ‘fun in the sun’ a barbeque and slew of fun outside events
- Bean East- doing Quidditch for Hall Olympics
- Ham West- doing ‘ Bowling with the Dude’ where they’ll show the Big Lebowski and do wii bowling
- Ham East- doing a school supply drive, and karaoke again!
- Barnhart- meeting with Riley about how they’re going to do the Millrace clean up!

**Staff Updates**
- GSH- GSH has top 40 dance every Wednesday at 7:30!

**Exec Updates**
- Sierra- I was working on my transition materials in the last few weeks and they are officially completed. I have starting to brainstorm what I would like to write our RFI on. For those of you who do not know an RFI stands for Resource File Index and is a way that our university is able to inform other schools of the things
(could be events or anything) that our RHA and NRHH chapter does. Last year I wrote mine on the re-affiliation of our NRHH chapter and how our school and dedicated members made this a reality. These RFI's have many different topics and are given to NACURH which is RHA on a global scale, they accommodate any affiliated residence hall association's and enable other schools the ability to accuses this information given in the RFI and in order to implement similar experiences on their campus. Another thing that I wanted to share like i have been for the last few weeks it that elections are just around the corner and I would love to meet with you if you have questions or need some advise on how to write a positional bid. I have written lots of bids by this point and can give some helpful tips. You can always come to my office hours (win hall points) or make an appointment with if those times don't work for your schedule.

- **Josh**- The RHA Spring Leadership Conference is happening on May 17th at 1PM in the LLC Performance Hall! This conference will be an opportunity for students and residents to broaden their leadership experience either within the Residence Halls or in their future journeys outside of Residence Life. The theme is "Spread Your Wings". For more info and to register to attend, check out [http://rha.uoregon.edu/conferencesretreats/rha-spring-leadership-conference/](http://rha.uoregon.edu/conferencesretreats/rha-spring-leadership-conference/). The Hall Olympics are happening Week 5 of the term (April 28-May 2)! Hopefully your halls have been discussing logistics of your event! At next week's meeting, we will be planning more logistics! For more info on the Hall Olympics, ask your Hall Government President or myself!

- **Kelly**- I have the elections info session tomorrow night. I want to encourage any of you who are interested to please come, as well as to share it with those you know who are interested. I updated the governing documents over break. There is still some work that needs to be done there, so look forward to that.

- **Natasha**- Drag show is Thursday April 10. It’s in the GSH Great Room with the doors opening at 7:30. The ELRs are planning a Casino Night and a Glow in the Dark Karaoke Night
• Matika- You definitely need a sweatshirt in this warmer weather! Sweatshirts are still available in the RHA office for the not at all reduced rate of $10. My office hours are Thursday from 12-2!

Advisor Updates
• CATALYST is a one day leadership event that the Holden Center is hosting. They provide lunch. Applications are due the 4th. It’s on April 12, and it’s FREE

Open Forum
• Annalise- The Intellectual Connections Committee on the Presidents cabinet. They were working on faculty fellow selection. They want people for Riley, LLC, Hamilton West, and both Beans! They’re also partnering with the TLC to work on presentations for incoming student staff. They have one next week for training the trainer about reducing test stress.
• Aryana- She’s an intern for “Check Your Boobies” a non-profit about Breast Cancer Prevention. They’ll be here week 8, May 19th-23rd. They want to educate women about breast cancer and the symptoms.